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Part I:

• DATA CLEANING

• Import data:

• Gauge.csv: 52*50(weeks*stations)

• Radar-map: 480*480*31*34(x*y*weeks*bins)

• Fill N.A. with the week’s average



DATA REALISATION

1. We have known that all the gauges needs to be 

inside Singapore

2. Restrict all valid radars inside Singapore

3. All black borders outside Singapore are invalid 

which indicates that valid radars must inside the 

border

4. Step1: Calculate 50 matrix of correlation coefficient 

with each gauge and all radars

5. Step2: Calculate the mean matrix of all 50 matrixes



DATA

TRANSFORMATION

1. Model:

2. Make a data frame which is

480X480X31X38



Correlation coefficient of one gauge with 

all radars

1. For each gauge, we have 

the correlation coefficient 

of one gauge with all radars

2. The lighter the color, the 

larger the correlation 

coefficient

3. We choose the point of 

most correlation coefficients

4. Train data: each radar as xi 

and real gauge value as yi



Another Alternative Method:

1. For each gauge, we have 

the correlation coefficient 

of one gauge with all radars

2. The deeper the color, the 

larger the correlation 

coefficient

3. To be accurate, we choose 

top 20 points of most 

correlation coefficients

4. Train data: each top 20

radar as xi and real gauge 

value as yi



Part II

Improve on the simple model / Loss



Steps:

1.Construct Training Data

2.Train – Test – Split

3.Build First Layer Model and Stacking

4.Evaluation



Remark

To make sure that our training data is

credible enough, we choose the

alternative model which has the top 20

observations



1. Construct Training Data
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2. Train – Test - Split

 For training and testing, we need to split the data into 2 parts to avoid overfitting

 A larger “training” portion, e. g 70 - 90%

 A “test” portion, e.g. 10– 30 %

 With Training Portion, We use constructed training data to get corresponding function of y

with x (f(x))

 Then, we fit the x part into the f(x) to get y_hat;

 Compute the Mean Square Error



3. Build First Layer Model and Stacking

 Linear Regression Ridge ------- avoid overfitting ----- f1

 Random Forest Regressor ------- Bagging ----- f2

 XGB Regressor ------- Boosting ----- f3



3. Build First Layer Model and Stacking

 Stacking:

 f1(x2) -> ŷ12

 f2(x2) -> ŷ22

 f3(x2) -> ŷ32

 Simple Linear Regression -- S model

 S[f1(x), f2(x), f3(x)] -> ŷ



4. Evaluation

 We first use the improved model to calculate the loss and then use the suggestedmodel

to calculate the loss. The loss here is equal to the MSE. Thus, we get two tablesfor the loss. 

We then subtract the two loss tables and get a table for the improved loss(suggested 

model loss - new model loss, which is the improvement of our modelcomparing with the 

old one)



Part III: Euclidean distance

 With all the station location and improved model

 Calculate the of the calibrated radar readings from the gauge data

 Euclidean distance 


